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s climate change discourse highly politicized and divisive, or has the debate instead
become “post-political,” oriented around consensus, problem-solving and administrative management? Adjudicating this debate is important for pragmatic and theoretical
reasons. Pragmatically, these divergent characterizations suggest different barriers
climate discourse might pose for engaging public concern and citizen mobilization.
Theoretically, these characterizations provide different understandings of how elites
respond to structural crisis. Using automated text analysis to describe a large corpus of
organizations’ press releases about climate change from 1985 to 2013 (N = 1,768), I ﬁnd
that this discourse has been largely expert-oriented and technocratic, neglecting concerns of values and identity widely believed to be important for social movement mobilization. Organizations predominantly frame climate change as a problem that, while real and
serious, is best handled through the careful and deliberate work of scientiﬁc, political,
and economic elites. Surprisingly, these observations remain true even among advocacy
organizations. These ﬁndings provide empirical support that a “post-political” framing of
climate change, where the issue is discussed in a way that neutralizes social and political
power dynamics, dominates American organizations’ ofﬁcial pronouncements about climate change. To the extent that earlier scholars are correct that conﬂict-oriented discursive strategies—such as identiﬁcation of a common antagonist—are effective at rousing
public concern, this discourse is unlikely to mobilize strong public emotion and activism.

I

..................................................................................................................

Introduction
After centuries of industrial development relying on relatively unfettered access
to fossil fuels, scientists now widely agree that unabated fossil fuel emissions
would lead to climatic changes with devastating consequences for the natural
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world and human society (e.g., International Energy Agency 2012; National
Research Council 2012). American civil society and business organizations have
responded in complex ways to an existential threat to global well-being that also
presents a fundamental challenge to the prevailing system of economic production (Grumbach 2015; Peetz et al. 2017; Wright and Nyberg 2015). In the case
of business, efforts to undermine mainstream climate science and frame the
problem as uncertain or benign are well documented (Boussalis and Coan 2016;
Brulle 2014a; Farrell 2016; McCright and Dunlap 2000, 2003), but so are efforts to reform business practices and advance policy proposals to mitigate
global warming (Kolk and Levy 2001; Meckling 2011; Pulver 2007; Wright and
Nyberg 2017). Reﬂecting these opposing responses, scholars examining organizations’ framings of climate change have promoted conﬂicting characterizations
of the American climate change debate, one describing it as rife with antagonism, the other as marked by cooperation and accommodation.
Scholars advocating for the latter characterization have suggested that business and civil society organizations predominantly promote a “post-political”
frame, where issues of power or social structure are avoided, and consensual
action among economic and political elites is cast as the appropriate way to
address environmental problems (Brulle and Dunlap 2015; Kenis and Lievens
2014; Swyngedouw 2010, 2011). If this claim were true, it would go against
much prevailing wisdom and empirical evidence that suggests the climate change
debate is instead highly politicized and contentious (Hoffman 2011, 2015;
Jasny, Waggle, and Fisher 2015; Kahan 2012; McCright and Dunlap 2011;
Urry 2011). In addition, it would open up questions about how effective this
framing is in galvanizing public concern, with prior work suggesting that such
elite-oriented, value-neutral, and non-confrontational discourse is unlikely to
mobilize strong public emotion and activism.
In what follows, I use automated text analysis to intervene in this debate,
examining a large corpus of American business, government, and advocacy organizations’ press releases about climate change from 1985 to 2013. Across a
range of organizations with different goals, motivations, and strategies, one
would expect very different framings, particularly from corporations seeking to
oppose action on climate change as compared to advocacy organizations trying
to affect those changes. Instead, I ﬁnd that a single, post-political frame of climate change dominates this discourse. This framing is expert-oriented and technocratic, neglecting concerns of values and identity widely believed to be
important for social movement mobilization (e.g., Gamson 1992; Mols 2012;
Sears and Funk 1991; Simon and Klandermans 2001). Organizations predominantly describe climate change as a problem that, while real and serious, is best
handled through the careful and deliberate work of scientiﬁc, political, and economic elites. These observations remain true even among the social movement
organizations in my sample, where one would expect contentious and politicized
appeals to be common.
My ﬁndings provide empirical support that a post-political framing dominates
American organizations’ ofﬁcial pronouncements about climate change. While
climate discourse has been characterized as post-political by previous scholars,
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others have contested this characterization (e.g., McCarthy 2013; Urry 2011),
and to my knowledge no large-scale empirical work has supported this claim.
This ﬁnding suggests that both businesses and civil society organizations have responded to mounting evidence of climate change by proposing methods to
address environmental degradation that simultaneously entrench the economic
and political status quo. The prevalence of post-political discourse is all the
more striking in the U.S. context, where public and elite polarization around climate change is well documented, suggesting American organizations consistently—and curiously—portray a highly contentious issue that challenges the
interests of powerful individuals and institutions as devoid of political struggle.

Climate Change Framing and Barriers to Public Engagement
Understanding how organizations frame climate change is important because
the frames that movements and elites use to characterize social problems shape
public understanding, facilitate speciﬁc interpretations, and inﬂuence the direction of policy (Cress and Snow 2000; Goffman 1974; Kinder 1998). Policy
frames guide cognition in a number of ways: by providing a simpliﬁed description of the problem (diagnostic framing); by advocating a particular type of ameliorative action (prognostic framing); by providing justiﬁcation for action
(motivational framing) (Snow and Benford 1988); and by constructing groups
as friends or foes of the public good (identity framing) (Gamson 1992).
Previous research has uncovered several frames prevalent in discussions of climate change, including scientiﬁc uncertainty, national security, polar bears, and
“small actions” (Ereaut and Segnit 2006; Hulme 2009; Shanahan 2007). In
analyses that seek to understand public disengagement with this issue, climate
discourse has been critiqued as disjointed. Scholars note that frames describing
climate change as an unprecedented catastrophe are often paired with suggestions that citizens can solve the problem with simple steps like changing a lightbulb (Ereaut and Segnit 2006; Shanahan 2007), making discussion of the issue
appear logically and emotionally incoherent. Others have suggested that the
slow-building nature of the problem and its presentation as a matter of expert
knowledge make climate discourse inaccessible to modes of cognition that
engage public concern (Hoffman 2015; Jasanoff 2010). Further, the scientiﬁc literacy of many Americans is relatively low, so seeing climate change as a debate
over scientiﬁc fact has led many to disengage, feeling ill-equipped to join a seemingly technical conversation (Moser and Berzonsky 2014).
While this research has generated insights into how climate discourse might
engage the American public, this literature suffers from two key limitations.
First, studies usually limit their investigation to a single empirical site of climate
change framing, for example by focusing on either environmental movements’
or corporations’ framing activities. Therefore, few analysts have examined how
different types of actors might vary in the frames they promote (though see
Hoffman 2015). Second, and perhaps relatedly, the literature has not come to a
consensus on the degree to which climate discourse is politicized, with scholars
providing conﬂicting accounts. These divergent accounts carry very different
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implications for what barriers the current state of climate discourse might pose
for public engagement.

Climate Discourse: Polarized or Post-Political?
Many scholars characterize the American climate change debate as politicized,
polarized and divisive. Hoffman (2011, 2015), for example, argues that the
debate is characterized by “a cultural schism” where opposing factions are
largely “talking past one another” rather than engaging with each other’s
claims. Supporting this characterization, evidence suggests there is a growing
partisan split in public opinion on climate issues (McCright and Dunlap 2011),
and citizens consider their opinions on climate change to be a matter of cultural
identity (Kahan 2012). Polarization also is evident at the elite level, where climate policymakers’ professional networks have the appearance of “echo chambers” where network members reinforce one another’s views (Jasny et al. 2015).
Further evidence of the politicization of climate change lies in the number of
interest groups mobilized around the issue and the intensity of their mobilization
efforts (e.g., Brulle 2014a). Some observers suggest that this high degree of
interest-group mobilization is all but inevitable given the profound challenge
that mitigating climate change poses to the modern socioeconomic order. The
close relationship between global warming and the fossil fuels on which the
global energy infrastructure is based leads to a “sense of high politics” (Newell
2006), with the prospect of curtailing greenhouse gas emissions challenging the
economic interests of powerful organizations and institutions (Levy and Egan
2003).
Yet despite this evidence of climate change as “high politics,” some scholars
argue that climate discourse is depoliticized or “post-political” in that framings
of climate change tend to downplay issues of inter-group conﬂict, power, or
social structure (Brulle and Dunlap 2015; Kenis and Lievens 2014; Swyngedouw
2010, 2011). According to this characterization, climate discourse does not identify causes of the problem in the existing socioeconomic order. Instead, participants in the climate debate assume neoliberal capitalism as the basis from which
reform begins. This leads to a “paradoxical situation” in which an awareness of
environmental crisis is combined with an “effort to sustain the unsustainable”
dynamics of consumer capitalism (Blühdorn 2013, 32).
In addition to its missing critique of the socioeconomic order, two other features lead scholars to characterize this discourse as post-political. First, it avoids
what Gamson (1992) calls identity framing—that is, demarcating speciﬁc groups
of actors as responsible for the problem, and other groups as speciﬁcally
harmed. Instead, participants in the climate debate tend to identify an impersonal, reiﬁed enemy—carbon dioxide emissions—and imply that all humanity is
in peril and also more or less culpable. Second, these tendencies to deny intergroup conﬂict and to assume neoliberal capitalism as the inevitable socioeconomic order lead to calls for solutions organized around consensual action and
the continued growth of the market. These include economic incentives, marketbased trading schemes, and expert problem-solving (Blühdorn 2013; Kenis and
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Lievens 2014; Swyngedouw 2010). So, instead of a conﬂict-based view of politics that diagnoses social problems in social structure or the actions of powerful
interests, post-political climate discourse characterizes climate change in impersonal terms and argues that it can be solved through “the collaboration of
enlightened technocrats” (Kenis and Lievens 2014, 536; Žižek 2000, 198).
While the post-political perspective has proven theoretically generative, this
characterization is controversial. For example, Urry (2011) points to several instances of social movements rallying against “carbon capitalism” to dismiss
claims that climate discourse is depoliticized. Other authors agree that varieties
of post-political discourse are dominant, such as the market-oriented discourse
of “ecological modernization,” but argue that radical environmental discourses
remain an important component in the debate (Bäckstrand and Lövbrand 2007;
Brulle 2014b; Caniglia, Brulle, and Szasz 2015; Newell 2006).
Some of this disagreement may stem from analysts’ empirical focus on different sites of climate discourse. For example, polarized and contentious framings
are likely to be common in social movements’ claims-making activities, but postpolitical framing could prevail among businesses and in high-level negotiations
where elites dominate discussion. In addition, post-political discourse may be
common in European nations, where there is relatively high consensus about the
seriousness of climate change; however, this characterization may not be appropriate in the U.S. context, given the evidence of polarization and interest-group
mobilization discussed above (Dunlap and Brulle 2015; McCarthy 2013).
Thus, a central contribution of the current research is to empirically investigate American climate discourse across a broad range of organizations, asking
whether it displays the characteristics of a post-political discourse. Adjudicating
this debate is important in part because these characterizations suggest distinct
barriers that climate discourse might pose for public concern and citizen mobilization. Characterizing the climate change debate as polarized and divisive suggests, for example, that in-group bias, motivated reasoning and network
homophily may present challenges to engaging the public (Hoffman 2015;
Kahan 2012). Therefore, framing strategies that lower the salience of partisan
group identities might lead to a more productive public conversation (Kahan
et al. 2012). For instance, advocates of increased action against global warming
might invoke values such as purity or loyalty more likely to resonate with conservatives (Feinberg and Willer 2013) or use “climate brokers” such as business
leaders to speak to conservative audiences (Hoffman 2015).
A post-political discourse, on the other hand, faces different challenges and
suggests different tactics. First, frames suggesting climate change is best handled through collaborative expert management may discourage interest in the
issue among the substantial portion of Americans with negative associations
toward elite groups (Kazin 1998; Mudde 2004). Second, the lack of frames
identifying friends and foes of the public good may impede processes of
consciousness-raising and political identity formation that facilitate social
movement mobilization (Gamson 1992; Mansbridge and Morris 2001; Mols
2012; Simon and Klandermans 2001). This would suggest that frames identifying speciﬁc culpable parties may be more effective in rallying political support
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than a consensus-oriented discourse where the cause of the problem is impersonal and the locus of blame is diffuse.

Empirical Overview
In what follows, I intervene in this debate by using automated text analysis to
analyze a large corpus of American organizations’ press releases about climate
change from 1985 to 2013 (N = 1,768). I use topic modeling to identify the
diagnostic, prognostic, motivational, and identity frames that organizational
spokespeople use to discuss climate change. I then use multidimensional scaling
and cluster analysis to graphically represent patterns in frame usage, facilitating
interpretation of the linkages spokespeople make between different frame types.
Because previous scholars largely base their characterizations of climate discourse on these frame combinations, we can compare results of these analyses
against what different characterizations of climate discourse would predict.
If scholars arguing that the climate change debate is polarized and divisive are
correct, we would expect organizations’ framings of climate change to separate
into two distinct clusters corresponding to different sides of the debate.
Organizations within each cluster should mobilize different characterizations of
the problem, potential solutions, and motivations for action or inaction, consistent with Hoffman’s (2011) claim that opposing factions do not seriously engage
with one another’s claims. Confrontational identity frames should appear within
each cluster as organizations vilify prominent members of the opposing side.
Finally, the frames that constitute each cluster should be relatively prevalent in
the debate, such that no one side dominates discourse.
On the other hand, if theorists arguing that the climate debate is depoliticized
are correct, organizational spokespeople should link prognostic frames describing market-based solutions with identity frames describing business leaders, policymakers, and other elites as protagonists. These frames should not be used in
conjunction with diagnostic frames locating the source of the problem in socioeconomic structure, or with frames citing particular groups as responsible for
the problem. We would expect this single, distinct cluster of frames to dominate
discourse.
After testing which description better ﬁts discourse as a whole, I examine the
extent to which this description applies to different types of organizations, as
framing strategies may vary systematically across organization type. There is
reason to suspect that depoliticized framing may be attractive to businesses and
professional associations seeking to signal support for environmental protection
while constricting the terms of debate to those that largely preserve the status
quo. We would not expect this to be the case, however, for advocacy organizations, where politicized framing is likely more common.
This analytic strategy has several advantages given my research goals.
Studying press releases allows me to examine framing strategies across a wide
array of organizations, including business, government, and advocacy organizations. Moreover, because a substantial portion of newspaper coverage is derived
from press releases, these releases represent attempts by organizations to
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inﬂuence the wider public debate (Bennett 2004). Finally, automated techniques
should be helpful in adjudicating between the conﬂicting characterizations that
have arisen in the literature, since automated techniques reduce the risk that conﬁrmation bias will lead researchers to unconsciously search for, and hence ﬁnd,
evidence of their own latent theories within texts (DiMaggio, Nag, and Blei
2013; Nelson 2015).
Therefore, this strategy allows me to examine a broad cross-section of organizations’ attempts to inﬂuence public understandings of climate change, while
reducing concerns that results will conform to my pre-existing conceptions of
the debate. Of course, conclusions based on analysis of organizations’ press releases cannot necessarily be generalized to other arenas of climate discourse.
However, to the degree that discourse in this arena is either polarized or postpolitical, this would suggest that this characterization applies to an empirical site
of climate discourse that is large and diverse in terms of the types of organizations that use this medium, and politically consequential in terms of its effects on
wider public discourse.

Methods
Sample
I use the searchable database of PR Newswire, the largest national distributor of
press releases, to discover U.S. press releases from 1985 to 2013 containing the
words “climate change,” “global warming,” “greenhouse effect,” “greenhouse
gas,” or any of their derivations. Because climate change was not broadly discussed in American media prior to the 1988 drought (Trumbo 1996), I begin my
study period in 1985 for comprehensiveness.
My search of PR Newswire results in a population of 21,599 press releases. I
take a 20 percent systematic sample for most years in the study period.1 To
ensure large enough sample sizes to uncover frames prevalent in earlier years of
the debate, when framing was limited, I sample all press releases in years with
fewer than 70 releases and take 50 percent systematic samples in years with
fewer than 175 releases. The resulting sample yields 4,653 press releases. I analyze only press releases that engage in some substantive discussion of climate
change. These constitute about forty percent of press releases, for a ﬁnal sample
of 1,768 releases.
Next, I identify the industry of each organization in the sample, using the
OneSource and Business Source Complete databases to identify its North
American Industry Classiﬁcation System (NAICS) code. Organizations that
could not be found in these databases I coded by hand as business or civil society
organizations. Finally, I examine the mission statements of advocacy organizations to identify their main issue areas and ideological orientation.
Ten percent of press releases are from government agencies such as NASA
and the EPA. The rest originate about evenly from businesses and civil society.
Table 1 summarizes the frequency of press releases by industry.
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Social and political advocacy organizations released about 27 percent of all
press releases (N = 479). These releases come from environmental organizations
(41.3 percent of releases from advocacy organizations), other groups whose primary focus is addressing climate change (16.7 percent),2 organizations advocating against climate action (16.3 percent), and organizations whose focus areas
do not include climate or energy (25.7 percent). Business coalitions and professional or trade associations released about twelve percent of all press releases
(N = 210). An additional 6.8 percent come from other civil society groups,
including labor unions, religious and civic organizations, and political campaigns.
Businesses produce 45 percent of press releases. Eighteen percent (N = 318)
originate from businesses concerned with production of goods, transportation,
and warehousing. Of these, the majority are produced by utilities (37.4 percent)
and manufacturers (40.6 percent). About 23 percent of all releases (N = 397)
originate from businesses concerned with services and retail trade. Press releases
from the service sector come from organizations providing professional, scientiﬁc and technical services (35.3 percent), information services (22.7 percent),
and educational services (13.6 percent), as well as ﬁnance and insurance organizations (8.8 percent). 3.8 percent of releases come from businesses whose industry could not be identiﬁed.
Identifying Frames. To identify the frames that organizations use to discuss
climate change, I use topic modeling techniques. These techniques are a set of
machine-learning algorithms that aid in the identiﬁcation of themes running
throughout a collection of documents by identifying constellations of words that
tend to co-occur within texts (Blei 2012). The assumption underlying the
Table 1. Organization Types Represented in Analytic Sample: Number and Percent of Press
Releases by Industry of Organization that Produced the Release
Organization Type

Number of Press
Releases

Percent

Goods, Wholesale Trade, Transportation and
Warehousing

318

18.0

Services and Retail Trade, Except Advocacy
Associations

397

22.5

Other Businesses*

67

3.8

Social and Political Advocacy Organizations

479

27.1

Business, Professional or Trade Associations and
Coalitions

210

11.9

Other Civil Society**

121

6.8

Government
Total

176

10.0

1,768

100.0

*NAICS code is “Other” or no code found.
**Includes religious, grant-making and civic organizations; labor unions; individuals, events, or
blogs; and political candidates and campaigns.
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techniques is that documents are collections of topics, the number and distribution of which can vary between documents. So, while some press releases may
be composed of words almost entirely from a single topic, other releases may be
composed of multiple topics. Topics, in turn, are collections of words that are
often found together throughout the text corpus. For example, “war,” “Iraq,”
and “terrorism” tend to appear together in press releases, so the algorithm identiﬁes these words (and those that occur with them) as comprising one of the topics that make up the releases. By “reading” a collection of documents and
outputting a pre-speciﬁed number of topics, words most characteristic of these
topics, and documents most representative of each topic, topic modeling can
help researchers identify latent categories that appear across a collection of texts.
For a non-technical introduction, see Mohr and Bogdanov (2013), and for a
more technical introduction, see Blei (2012).
Results of topic modeling analyses have been shown to be comparable to
those produced by human coders (Roberts et al. 2014). In addition, topic modeling has methodological advantages compared to content analysis performed by
human analysts. Computer-assisted text analysis increases the reproducibility of
results and allows for a larger number of documents to be analyzed within a reasonable timeframe (Blei 2012), facilitating construction of more representative
samples. Further, limited researcher interference in identifying topics allows for
a more fully inductive analysis (Mohr and Bogdanov 2013), avoiding the potential problem of researchers imposing invalid, pre-formed interpretive categories
onto texts (DiMaggio et al. 2013; Nelson 2015).
I use Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), a topic modeling technique that is relatively simple and computationally efﬁcient in part because it relies on three simplifying assumptions: ﬁrst, that we can ignore the order of words or their
location within the document (the “bag of words” assumption); second, that we
can ignore the order of the documents within the corpus; and third, that the
number of topics that make up the documents is known (Blei 2012; Blei, Ng,
and Jordan 2003). These assumptions impose limitations on what themes LDA
can distinguish between, and what inferences researchers can draw.
First, the “bag of words” assumption means that information about the
ordering and context in which words occur is ignored. Thus, LDA cannot distinguish between semantically similar topics where contextual information has
important implications (Fligstein, Brundage and Schultz 2017). As far as LDA is
concerned, speakers who assert and those who deny the scientiﬁc consensus on
climate change may both use the same topic so long as speakers do not use distinct words characteristic of their positions. Second, the assumption that the
order of documents in the corpus does not matter means that the content of topics is assumed to be static over time. Because many more press releases appeared after 2006 than before, LDA may therefore have difﬁculty identifying
frames that were used mainly in the earlier period, since it does not give special
priority to texts based on chronological ordering. Oversampling of years with
smaller numbers of releases partially alleviates this problem.
To address these limitations, I complement my identiﬁcation of frames
through topic modeling with close readings of 50–100 press releases
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representative of each topic. The qualitative analysis allows me to enrich my interpretations of the meanings of topics and to gain a deeper understanding of
how the same topic may shift in meaning over time and depending on its use by
different types of organizations. I also note which frames are contested or used
differently across the political divide.3
I use the MALLET software program to implement LDA (McCallum 2002).
I generate and interpret models ranging from 20 to 175 topics, basing my interpretation of topics on words that characterize the topic and close readings of representative releases. In selecting a ﬁnal model, I consider the following principal criteria:
• Analytic utility: The model identiﬁes topics that are “substantively meaningful
and analytically useful,” while sorting ﬁller speech into a smaller number of
irrelevant topics (DiMaggio et al. 2013);
• Topic quality: Relevant topics do not exhibit ﬂaws such as joining multiple
concepts or combining very speciﬁc and very general words (Mimno et al.
2011);
• Comprehensiveness: The model captures all topics an informed observer
knows are present within the corpus; and
• Robustness: Topics in the selected model are not idiosyncratic to that model,
but rather appear in multiple iterations of models in slightly different forms
(DiMaggio et al. 2013).

Mapping Frame Combinations
Next, I use multidimensional scaling (“MDS”) and cluster analysis to graphically represent patterns in frame usage. These techniques allow me to examine
how organizational spokespeople combine different frames to construct larger
narratives. I ﬁrst construct a frame co-occurrence matrix describing how often
each frame identiﬁed in the topic model was used with each other frame in organizations’ press releases. The co-occurrence matrix is a symmetrical square
matrix where values describe the proportion of press releases in which topic I
co-occurs with topic J, relative to how often each occurs individually. Formally,
, where i is the number of press releases
I compute this proportion as CI, J = 2 i m
+j
employing topic I, j is the number of releases employing topic J, and m is the
number of releases employing both frames. Therefore, the co-occurrence value
equals 0 if topics I and J never co-occur and 1 if both frames appear together
every time either frame appears.
I submit this frame co-occurrence matrix to MDS. MDS facilitates analysis of
the underlying factors producing patterns of similarity and difference among
objects (in this case, occurrence of climate change frames) by producing an
n-dimensional spatial conﬁguration where more similar objects are located
closer together in space (Borg and Groenen 2005). This allows me to visually
represent frames that organizations tend to invoke together. Next, I submit the
co-occurrence matrix to an average linkage cluster analysis, an automated classiﬁcation algorithm, to identify sets of frames that corporate spokespeople are
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more likely to use together in the same release (Kaufman and Rousseeuw 2009),
suggesting a cohesive narrative of appropriate action. I then compare the prevalence of frames in each identiﬁed cluster to examine whether any one narrative
dominates organizational discourse.

Results
Topic Model
Balancing concerns for analytic utility, topic quality, comprehensiveness, and
robustness, I prefer an 85 topic model to describe organizational climate discourse. This model generates meaningful topics appearing across multiple iterations of models and identiﬁes topics corresponding to prominent frames
discussed in the literature. For example, the “polar bears” and “small actions”
frames identiﬁed in previous studies (Ereaut and Segnit 2006; Shanahan 2007)
correspond respectively to topics I label “Climate Effects on Oceans, Wildlife,
and Habitats” and “Everyday Green: Importance of Individual Choices,
Purchases and Actions.”
Of the 85 topics, 21 represent descriptions of events or describe political topics not closely related to climate change (e.g., “Honors and Awards” and
“Schools and Education”). An additional eleven topics capture combinations of
tangentially-related issues (e.g., “Real Estate, Rainforests, and Paper/Catalogs”).
Because these topics do not represent climate framing or are incoherent, I disregard them for the remainder of the analysis, leaving 53 substantive topics.
Table 2 lists substantive topics by frame type. For a detailed description of all topics, including characteristic words and excerpts from representative press releases, see Supplementary Table 1.
Some features of the topic model are consistent with a characterization of the
climate debate as depoliticized. First, many prognostic frames describe marketbased, technological, or voluntary solutions, and these frames are uncontested,
meaning they have few or no detractors among the organizations in my sample.
In one topic, for example, market-based interventions and ﬁnancial products
such as green investment and carbon offsetting are described as good for business interests as well as the environment. One of the most representative press
releases from this topic describes an “Eco-Conscious Credit Card” that allows
“consumers to ﬁght global warming with every card purchase” (Fintura
Corporation 2007). In addition, economic motivations to address climate
change are highlighted, and no frame locates the source of the problem in structural features of capitalism.
Also consistent with a post-political characterization, organizational spokespeople propose principles to guide efforts to solve the problem that include collaboration between policymakers and stakeholders from multiple sectors of the
economy, and policymaking that is responsive to industry’s needs. Press releases
from these topics discuss how climate action can and should reconcile environmental beneﬁts with businesses’ concerns. For example, the most representative
release from the “Industry Demands for Regulation Mindful of the Needs of
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Table 2. Topic Model with 53 Substantive Frames: Topics by Frame Type and Abbreviation
Used in Subsequent Analyses
Frame

Abbreviation

Diagnostic frames (descriptions)
• Climate change as business issue: climate risk and investors.

Climate as Business Issue

• Climate effects on oceans, wildlife, and habitats.

Effects on Natural World

• Climate change as harming public health.

Health

• Pollution, toxins, and clean water and air. (Many discuss carbon Pollution
emissions as pollution.)
• International problems and threats, including climate.

Internat’l Threats and
War

• Climate change as catastrophe: Sense of urgency, extremity, and
history.

Climate Change as
Catastrophe

Descriptions paired with sources of authority
• Climate science and climate effects on oceans, glaciers and ice.

Climate Science

• Evidence of global warming: Certainty and negative effects.

Evidence GWarming

Descriptions paired with prognostic framing (calls for
solutions)
• Climate change as global problem with disproportionate
impacts; and calls for action and adaptation.

Climate Change as Global
Problem

• Climate change as causing increased risk, especially of extreme
weather; and need for preparation and adaptation.* (Also
expeditions showing effects of climate change.)

Extreme Weather

Descriptions paired with identity framing (naming group
responsible for problem)
• Oil drilling as destruction of sensitive areas; governmentindustry relations responsible.

Oil Drilling Destructive

Prognostic Frames (Solutions)
Goals or criteria for action
• Clean but also reliable and affordable electricity. (Emphasis on
renewables, especially wind, but also coal, other fossil fuels.)

Grid Clean & Reliable

• Industry demands for regulation mindful of the needs of
business. (Emphasis on energy efﬁciency; costs & beneﬁts; lead
time to implementation; incentives; economic growth.)

Regulation Mindful of
Business Needs

• Need for strategic, deliberative policy-planning, including
stakeholders from multiple sectors of economy.

Strategic Policymaking
and Planning

• Principles, frameworks, and effective processes for policies and
Framework Process
agreements. (Emphasis that policies be grounded in scientiﬁc and
business expertise.)

Particular, contested solutions
Technologies and fuels
• Smart grid and electricity transmission.

Smart Grid
(Continued)
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Table 2. continued
Frame

Abbreviation

• Nuclear power.

Nuclear Power

• Biofuels.

Biofuels

Policies or state-based action
• Regional and state-based climate initiatives. (Emphasis on Cape
Wind and RGGI.)

Regional

• Federal legislation. (Prognostic framing and description.)

Federal Legislation

• EPA regulations.

EPA Regulation

• Environmental regulation as protecting human health and safety. Regulations to Protect

Public Health
• Cleaner transportation: Public transit, infrastructure, vehicles
and fuels.

Clean Transport

• Fuel efﬁciency & fuel economy standards.

Fuel Economy

• International action and treaties on environment. (Prognostic
framing and description.)

Internat’l Treaty

Particular, uncontested solutions
International cooperation
• International affairs and international cooperation. (Prognostic
framing and descriptive.)

Internat’l Affairs

• International cooperation, in the public and private sector,
especially with China.

Internat’l Coop

Local initiatives
• Green building and urban planning.

Green Building

• Local action and cities’ adaptation and greenhouse gas reduction Local Action
efforts.

Technologies and fuels
• Low-emissions vehicles.

Low-Emit Vehicles

• Advanced technologies, research and development.

Advanced Tech

• Alternative fuels, particularly clean diesel/biodiesel.

Alternative Fuel

Voluntary actions and market-based mitigation methods
• Voluntary conservation efforts of utilities and electric
companies.

Voluntary Conserve

• Greenhouse gas reduction methods described as good for
business goals: Offsets, trading, and pilot programs.

GHG Reduction Good
for Business

• Climate ﬁnance: Need for green investment and implications for
ﬁnancial sector.

Climate Finance

Individual behavior
• “Everyday green:” Importance of individual choices, purchases
and actions.

Everyday Green
(Continued)
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Table 2. continued
Frame

Abbreviation

• Energy efﬁciency and economic incentives to conserve. (Primarily Energy Efﬁciency
discussing consumers and households as drivers of change.)
• Consumer choices, recycling, and environmentally friendly
products.

Green Consumer

Prognostic frames where topic ﬂaws prevent further
categorization.
• Agriculture, animals, and food.* (Includes several agriculturerelated solutions, contributions of farming to climate change,
and unrelated press releases.)

Agriculture

• Forests, deforestation, and tree planting projects.* (Includes
Forests
reforestation efforts, climate impacts on forests, and descriptions
of forests.)

Motivational Frames (Motives for action or inaction)
Economy
• Energy policy and jobs.

Energy Jobs

• Costs and economic consequences of climate treaties and
policies.

Costs Climate Policy

• Taxes, costs, budgets and economic effects.* (Includes
descriptive discussion of budgets.)

Budgets & Costs

National security and national identity
• Energy dependence.* (Also discussions of global oil markets.)

Energy Dependence

• Patriotism, hope, and American greatness.

Patriotism

Values and public opinion
• Public opinion speciﬁc to climate and energy.

Public Opinion (Climate)

• Public opinion, with emphasis on international public opinion
and lifestyle/marketing issues.* (Includes some unrelated topics.)

Public Opinion (General)

• Faith, morality and stewardship.* (Also discussions of Leipzig
Declaration.)

Morality and Faith

Identity Frames (Portrayals of friends or foes of the common good)
• Shareholder activism vs. bad corporate actors.

Bad Corporation

• Science and the public.

Public Science

• Accusations and calls for accountability.* (Accusations directed
against oil companies, but also Barack Obama, others.)

Accuse

• Businesses and organizations as committed to sustainability.
(Sub-theme arguing that private company partnerships and
innovation can solve environmental problems.)

Businesses Committed to
Sustainability
(Continued)
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Table 2. continued
Frame

Abbreviation

Uncategorized Frames
• Small business as solution or motivation for action (or inaction).
* (Includes discussion of entrepreneurship as solution to climate
change, impacts on small business as a reason for action or
inaction, or small business support for, or opposition to, a
proposed action.)

Small Business

* = topic somewhat ﬂawed. Following Mimno et al. (2011), I consider topics ﬂawed if they join
multiple concepts, combine very speciﬁc and very general words, or if there is no clear pattern
relating the words that comprise the topic. For details on all topics, including non-substantive
or incoherent topics excluded from analysis, see Supplementary Table 1.

Business” topic advocates for a regulatory reform that “marries what industry
needs—which is technological ﬂexibility, economic certainty, and predictability
—with guarantees for environmental progress” (Clean Power Group 2001). In
addition, the model identiﬁes an identity frame where businesses are described
as allies in addressing climate change (“Businesses and Organizations as
Committed to Sustainability”). This is consistent with a view that the climate
debate takes the existing socio-economic structure for granted and replaces a
conﬂictual view of politics as a clash of interests and ideologies with a call for
technocratic management and collaboration among elites.
However, other characteristics of the model are consistent with the view that
climate discourse is polarized and divisive. The model identiﬁes two conﬂictoriented identity frames that describe groups or individuals as engaged in actions
opposed to the public good. With these frames, organizations levy accusations
(“Accusations and Calls for Accountability”) and identify irresponsible corporate actors (“Shareholder Activism vs. Bad Corporate Actors”). One frame (“Oil
Drilling as Destruction of Sensitive Areas”) describes collusive governmentindustry relations as responsible for environmental degradation.
In addition, diagnostic frames describe climate change as a threat to human
health and safety, coming in the form of pollution, rising sea levels, and extreme
weather events. Concerns of justice, morality, and faith are cited in motivating
action to combat climate change (“Faith, Morality, and Stewardship”), with
many representative press releases coming from faith-based organizations or
environmental groups citing concerns of environmental justice. These topics
frame climate change as a moral problem rather than a technical or economic
issue. Finally, my qualitative reading indicates many of these topics are used differently across the political divide, suggesting a contentious discourse.
The topic model therefore identiﬁes frames consistent with each of the prominent, conﬂicting characterizations of the climate change debate that exist in the
literature. I next turn to multidimensional scaling to represent how organizational actors combine different types of frames.
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Multidimensional Scaling
Multidimensional scaling (“MDS”) allows me to graphically represent patterns
in how organizations combine frames to produce meanings. As a reminder,
MDS plots objects in n-dimensional space, such that frames closer together on
the MDS graph are more likely to appear together. Examination of the scree
plot of eigenvalues suggests a two-dimensional solution, with the amount of variation explained leveling off after the second dimension (see Supplementary
Figure 1). Together, these two dimensions explain 38.7 percent of variation in
frame co-occurrence.
Inspection of the MDS conﬁguration (Figure 1) shows that frames co-occur in
meaningful patterns, suggesting larger interpretive frameworks. For example,
the upper left-hand quadrant primarily describes methods and motivations for
reconciling environmental concerns with economic growth. Meanwhile, the
frames in the upper right-hand quadrant primarily concern business practices,
consumer choices, and local action. Most important for my purposes, however,
are the bottom two quadrants.
The bottom right-hand quadrant includes frames characteristic of environmentalist discourse, where issues of health and safety are motivated by moral
and democratic concerns. Climate change is described as a threat to human
health and the natural world, and these descriptions are paired with a discussion

Figure 1. Patterns of frame usage: multidimensional scaling analysis of climate change
frames’ co-occurrence in organizations’ press releases.
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of climate science. Prognostic frames include calls for environmental regulation
and debates over nuclear power, and motivational frames cite concerns of
morality, faith, and public opinion. In addition, my close reading of press releases suggests many of these frames are used by different organizations with
opposite political intent. Thus, this quadrant represents environmentalist frames
that other organizations attempt to discredit. For example, releases that combine
discussion of climate science with descriptions of effects on health include warnings from biologists that warmer summers will increase prevalence of botulism
outbreaks (Buffalo State College 2011), but also include press releases seeking to
delegitimize these claims as “Scaremongers’ ‘Bleak, Black’ Tales” (Phillips
Industries 1996).
The bottom left-hand quadrant, on the other hand, suggests a potentially paradoxical combination of frames that simultaneously stresses the seriousness of
the climate threat and argues for a deliberate and measured response. Here, a
description of climate change as an urgent, catastrophic problem is matched
with a call for strategic, business-friendly policy solutions. While this combination of frames might seem self-contradictory, theorists of post-politics have
argued that framing climate change as an unprecedented and historical threat reinforces a depoliticized framing of the issue because such an “apocalyptic imaginary” is “powerful in disavowing or displacing social conﬂict and antagonisms”
(Swyngedouw 2010, pg. 219). Here, automated techniques reproduce this theorized pattern, where organizations employ a catastrophic framing of climate
change at the same time as they advance strategic and cooperative policymaking as the proper way to address the issue. In addition, business elites are
framed as committed to sustainability and so as allies in advancing climate policy, further evidence that this combination of frames represents post-political
discourse.
Finally, examining the overall conﬁguration of frames suggests that the ﬁrst,
horizontal MDS dimension separates contentious from depoliticized frames.
The two conﬂict-oriented identity frames (“Accusations and Calls for
Accountability” and “Shareholder Activism vs. Bad Corporate Actors”) fall on
the right-hand side of the graph, as does the only diagnostic frame that names
an identiﬁable group as the cause of the problem (“Oil Drilling as Destruction of
Sensitive Areas”). The right-hand side also includes frames that cast climate
change as an issue of health and safety and that motivate action by highlighting
moral concerns.4 Conversely, frames that emphasize the need to balance environmental protection with economic growth fall on the left-hand side of the
graph, as do frames describing elite collaboration and market-based mitigation
techniques. The frame on the furthest left-hand extreme of the graph is the
consensus-oriented identity frame, “Businesses and Organizations as Committed
to Sustainability.”
So far, then, results from the topic model and the MDS conﬁguration suggest
that scholars arguing that climate discourse is polarized and those arguing that it
is depoliticized may both be right. Frames where groups are named as antagonists, where claims are contested, and where action is motivated by moral concerns tend to be used together, suggesting a contentious discourse. At the same
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time, frames that stress the maintenance of economic growth, collaboration
among elites, and governmental policy that defers to business needs tend to be
used together as well, suggesting a depoliticized discourse. As mentioned above,
it is possible that these two types of discourse exist in parallel, likely used in different contexts and by different organizations. So far, this is the resolution my
analysis suggests.

Cluster Analysis
I turn next to cluster analysis to lend further clarity to this debate. To recall,
scholars of post-politics would predict that prognostic frames describing
market-based solutions and collaborative expert management should cluster
with identity frames describing business leaders and other elites as protagonists.
The MDS analysis suggests these frames regularly co-occur in organizations’
press releases. If this single frame cluster dominates discourse, it would be strong
evidence this discourse is largely depoliticized.
On the other hand, scholars arguing that climate discourse is polarized would
predict two clusters of frames corresponding to different sides of the debate, consistent with Hoffman’s (2011) description of a “cultural schism.” However, the
MDS analysis suggests a different type of contentious discourse; opponents of
climate action adopt environmentalist frames with the intent of discrediting
them, consistent with McCright and Dunlap’s (2000, 2003) analysis of the conservative movement’s efforts to construct climate change as non-problematic.
Evidence of either of these patterns (i.e., either two competing clusters or one
dominant cluster composed of contested frames) would sufﬁce to characterize
this discourse as contentious.
Figure 2 displays the dendrogram produced by an average linkage cluster
analysis on the frame co-occurrence matrix. The horizontal axis of the dendrogram represents frame dissimilarity. Frames that co-occur more regularly are
connected to one another at lower levels of the x-axis, suggesting greater
clustering.
The dendrogram indicates only a small number of frames regularly co-occur
in organizations’ discussions of climate change, and these are the seemingly paradoxical frames stressing the extremity of the problem and urging a deliberate,
measured response. Organizations describe climate change as an urgent, catastrophic problem, then call for business-friendly policy solutions and a strategic
response involving stakeholders from multiple sectors of the economy.
Businesses are framed as committed to environmental protection and as allies in
addressing climate change. Climate change is discussed as a global problem, and
patriotic language invoked. These frames cluster together with a dissimilarity
measure of about 0.3.
No other frames cluster together at similar levels of cohesion. Instead, the
dendrogram suggests that additional frames are added to this “core cluster”
rather than constituting competing clusters of frames. Most commonly, marketbased or voluntary mitigation methods are added to the core cluster, then concerns about impacts of energy policy on jobs and discussions of advanced
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Figure 2. Frame clusters: dendrogram of frame dissimilarity. Dissimilarity is based on
patterns of frame co-occurrence in organizations’ press releases.

technologies. While the topic model identiﬁes contentious frames, they are used
relatively independently rather than combined to form larger narratives.
Inspection of two cluster stopping rules (Caliński–Harabasz pseudo-F and Duda
Je(1)/Je(2) indices) conﬁrms a one-cluster solution best describes patterns of
frame co-occurrence.
These results suggest organizations’ framings of climate change fall into a single cluster, with no other clusters of frames constituting a rival discourse. This
core cluster closely matches scholars’ descriptions of post-political climate discourse. Next, I examine the degree to which this cluster dominates discourse.
Figure 3 reproduces the MDS conﬁguration, except topic markers are sized such
that their area represents topic prevalence.5
Three trends stand out. First, frames in the core cluster are by far the most
prevalent frames. Each of these frames occurs in about 40 percent of press releases on average. The most frequently used frame—the consensus-oriented
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Figure 3. Frame prevalence: MDS conﬁguration, where marker size represents topic
prevalence.
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identity frame casting business as committed to sustainability—appears in 62.1
percent of releases. For comparison, the average prevalence of frames outside
the core cluster is 6.9 percent.
Second, the prevalence of each frame decreases as we move along the ﬁrst
dimension of the graph. Recalling that this dimension corresponds to the degree
to which topics represent politicized framing, organizational spokespeople
clearly utilize depoliticized frames more commonly than they employ contentious framings. Finally, contentious frames highlighting concerns of morality
and identity are rare. For example, the “Faith, Morality, and Stewardship”
frame, which includes claims from faith-based groups and the environmental
justice movement, occurs in only 1.6 percent of press releases.
These results provide strong evidence that depoliticized framings dominate organizations’ press releases. Yet it is possible that high levels of homogeneity
among businesses in promoting depoliticized frames might mask more contentious discourse among civil society organizations. To assess this possibility, I
compare the prevalence of selected frames among business, government, and
advocacy organizations, focusing on frames in the core cluster of post-political
discourse on the one hand, and the identity and morality frames that most
clearly represent politicized discourse on the other.
As shown in Table 3, depoliticized framing is most common among businesses but remains prevalent across organizational types. For example, the
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Prevalence by Organization Type

Frame

Goods, Wholesale
Trade,
Overall
Transportation
Prevalence and Warehousing

Services
and
Retail
Trade

Social
Business,
and
Professional
Other
Political
or Trade
Businesses Advocacy Associations

Other
Civil
Society Government

73.13†

Core cluster and frequently co-occurring frames.
Businesses and organizations as
committed to sustainability.

62.10

77.99***

59.45

Industry demands for regulation
mindful of the needs of business.

47.91

60.06***

35.52^^^ 32.84^
35.82

54.07^^^

58.10

61.98

61.93

44.68‡

73.81***

34.71^^

46.59

Climate change as catastrophe.

32.47

18.55^^^

38.79**

41.75***

28.57

27.27

25.00^

Need for strategic, deliberative
policy planning.

34.22

25.16^^^

43.32*** 34.33

31.52

39.05

38.84

28.41‡

Patriotism, hope, and American
greatness.

36.03

22.33^^^

38.79

23.88^

44.89***

31.43

44.63*

34.66

Climate change as global
problem.

28.45

22.96^

27.71

13.43^^

39.46***

27.62

24.79

19.32^^

Greenhouse gas reduction
methods described as good for
business goals: Offsets, trading,
and pilot programs.

21.95

34.28***

20.40

11.94^

18.58^

26.19

14.05^

16.48‡

Energy policy and jobs.

18.72

15.72

23.17**

30.48***

28.10**

9.82^^^ 10.45‡

14.77
(Continued)
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Table 3. Frame Prevalence Across Organization Types: Proportion of Press Releases Containing at least 4 Percent of Words from Selected Climate
Change Frames

Prevalence by Organization Type

Frame
Advanced technologies, research
and development.

Goods, Wholesale
Trade,
Overall
Transportation
Prevalence and Warehousing
17.36

32.39***

Services
and
Retail
Trade
17.63

Social
Business,
and
Professional
Other
Political
or Trade
Businesses Advocacy Associations

Other
Civil
Society Government

41.79***

5.64^^^

23.33*

9.92^

10.23^

Contentious identity frames and diagnostic frames citing particular group as responsible.
Shareholder activism vs. bad
corporate actors.

2.04

0.63‡

1.76

2.99

4.18***

1.90

0.83

0

Accusations and calls for
accountability.

3.39

0.63^^

2.52

1.49

6.89***

3.81

4.96

0

Oil drilling as destruction of
sensitive areas.

3.17

1.89

0.50^^

1.49

7.52***

0.48^

4.96

2.27

Frames describing or implicating moral concerns.
Faith, morality and stewardship.

1.58

0.94

0.25^

2.99

3.55***

0

2.48

1.14

Climate change as harming public
health.

3.39

0.94^

4.03

2.99

5.22*

0.95‡

4.96

3.41

Pollution, toxins, and clean water
and air.

8.88

7.55

3.02^^^ 13.43

11.90**

5.71‡

9.09

Environmental regulation as
protecting human health and
safety.

3.22

1.26^

2.77

4.18

3.33

4.13

1.49

18.18***
5.11

Note: Signiﬁcance levels indicate if frame is signiﬁcantly more or less likely to be used by a particular type of organization relative to all other types,
and symbols vary according to whether the frame is more or less likely to be used.
If frame is more likely to be used by organization type, ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05, and †p < 0.10.
If frame is less likely to be used by organization type, ^^^p < 0.001, ^^p < 0.01, ^p < 0.05, and ‡p < 0.10.
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Table 3. continued

identity frame casting business elites as allies in advancing climate policy is signiﬁcantly more likely to be used by organizations concerned with production of
goods than by other organizations, and is signiﬁcantly less likely to be used by
advocacy organizations. Yet despite this relative drop in usage, it remains the
most prevalent frame employed by advocacy organizations, appearing in over
half (54.1 percent) of their press releases. Further, additional analyses reveal that
this drop is largely due to conservative organizations’ relatively rare use of this
frame. Statistically, environmental organizations are no less likely than other organizations to describe businesses as protagonists in addressing climate change
(see Supplementary Table 2).
Similarly, though the “Industry Demands for Regulation Mindful of the
Needs of Business” topic tends to be used most by professional organizations
and business coalitions, it is also widely used by advocacy organizations, appearing in 44.7 percent of their releases. In one representative press release, the
Environmental Defense Fund enumerates the advantages of market-based approaches to climate change mitigation as compared to traditional “commandand-control” policies. Mirroring the language used by industry groups, advantages they discuss include “compliance cost minimization, technological innovation, adaptability and relief of regulatory burdens” (Environmental Defense
Fund 2008).
As another illustration of how civil society organizations employ depoliticized
discourse, the most representative press release from the “Need for Strategic,
Deliberative Policy-Planning” topic comes from the nonproﬁt Reform Institute,
describing a symposium the Institute convened to invite collaboration between
policymakers and business leaders. After describing this meeting of experts,
Reform Institute Chairman Paul Bateman argues that symposia like these are
critical to addressing climate change because “[c]omprehensive energy reform
fueled by collaboration... is the only viable approach” (Reform Institute 2009).
The quantitative data show these are not isolated instances of consensusoriented discourse among civil society organizations.
Turning to the identity and morality frames that represent contentious climate
discourse, it is clear that these frames are primarily used by social movement organizations, yet remain marginal even here. Nearly all frames citing moral motivations or identifying antagonists are more likely to appear in press releases
from advocacy organizations. Nevertheless, these frames remain rare compared
to consensus-oriented frames. Figure 4 graphically represents the prevalence of
contentious and depoliticized frames in advocacy organizations’ press releases.
The most prevalent contentious frame, where climate change is framed as an
issue of pollution, appears in 11.9 percent of advocacy organizations’ releases,
less than half the prevalence of any frame in the core cluster. The frame describing morality-based motivations to address climate change appears in only 3.6
percent. This suggests that while contentious framings are more common in
social movement discourse than in business discourse, these framings remain far
less common than post-political presentations of the issue.6
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Figure 4. Frame prevalence among advocacy organizations: proportion of advocacy
organizations press releases containing at least 4 percent of words from selected climate
change frames.
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Discussion
These results provide compelling evidence that a single, post-political framing
dominates American organizations’ ofﬁcial pronouncements about climate
change. Organizations describe climate change as a catastrophic problem that
nevertheless requires a measured response, mindful of the needs of the business
community and involving their input in the policymaking process. Within this
discursive framework, social and political antagonisms are rarely discussed, the
socioeconomic order is left unquestioned, and solutions are preferred to the
extent that they can be integrated into the economic and political status quo.
Using automated text analysis, I ﬁnd that organizations use both depoliticized
and contentious framings to discuss climate change. However, organizational
spokespeople commonly combine post-political frames to form a coherent, depoliticized narrative, and this distinct combination of frames dominates discourse. In contrast, contentious frames are used relatively infrequently and are
not combined in predictable ways to form a counter-narrative where issues of
morality or justice are discussed, powerful interests are cited as responsible for
the problem, or structural reform is called for. Surprisingly, post-political discourse predominates even in advocacy organizations’ press releases.
This ﬁnding is all the more striking in light of the evidence that climate change
marks a tense social cleavage in the United States. The prospect of regulating
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greenhouse gas emissions challenges the interests of powerful institutions, calls
into question the sustainability of growth-oriented capitalism, and has galvanized a concerted and well-organized counter-movement (Blühdorn 2013; Brulle
2014a; Levy and Egan 2003; McCright and Dunlap 2000, 2003; Newell 2006).
In addition, public opinion around climate change in the U.S. is strongly polarized, leading some scholars to suggest that the characterization of climate discourse as post-political is inappropriate in the Unites states (e.g., McCarthy
2013). However, the current research suggests that—despite a social reality in
which there is intense disagreement and political struggle around climate change
—organizations’ public statements nonetheless consistently mis-portray this
issue as marked by consensus and cooperation.
These results stand in contrast to prior work that highlights the central place
of contentious discourses in the climate change debate. These discourses include
the climate justice frame on the left (e.g., Hadden 2015), and efforts to cast
doubt on mainstream climate science on the right (e.g., Boussalis and Coan
2016; McCright and Dunlap 2000, 2003). To be clear, I am not arguing that
either brand of contentious discourse is unimportant. On the contrary, the inﬂuence of frames undermining climate science can be seen in trends in public opinion and in the pronouncements and policies of elected ofﬁcials. However, this
analysis highlights the importance and prevalence of a very different kind of discourse—one that is technocratic, expert-oriented, and accommodationist—
among the wide variety of organizations represented in my sample.
These ﬁndings suggest that both businesses and civil society organizations
have responded to mounting evidence of climate change by elaborating new
methods of regulation that seek to address environmental crisis, but in a way
that expands rather than constricts the operation of neoliberal capitalism. In my
analysis of over 1,700 press releases, automated text analysis procedures do not
identify a single topic discussing the problem as resulting from characteristics of
the socioeconomic order or calling for structural economic change. Few frames
identify industry interests as responsible for causing the problem, and those that
do are rarely employed. Instead, post-political climate discourse privileges
market-based and voluntary solutions that include economic elites as coproducers of climate policy, that are mindful of the needs of the business community, and that address environmental degradation while opening up market
opportunities to include newly privatized biophysical commodities (Castree
2008; Oels 2005; Peck and Tickell 2002). This is consistent with the view that
industry elites and their allies have responded to increasing public attention and
scientiﬁc certainty around climate change with hegemonic incorporation of environmentalist claims, constructing responses to the problem that reinforce rather
than challenge existing power relations (Levy and Egan 2003).
More puzzling is why advocacy organizations employ depoliticized discourse.
It is possible that adoption of a post-political frame was a strategic decision on
the part of movement leaders to increase their perceived legitimacy or gain
access to inﬂuential decisionmakers (Skocpol 2013). Alternately, economic ties
between businesses and environmental organizations might compromise movement leaders’ ability to frame the issue in preferred ways (Pfeffer and Salancik
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1978). While unexpected, this ﬁnding is consistent with previous research on the
cooptation of the U.S. environmental movement. In particular, my ﬁndings are
well aligned with scholars’ claims that the relative ineffectiveness of this movement stems in part from its promotion of technical, problem-solving approaches
to environmental issues, which leave unaddressed the larger social causes of
environmental degradation (e.g., Blühdorn 2013; Brulle 2010; Shellenberger
and Nordhaus 2009).
Such a discursive environment poses challenges for social movements and
others wishing to address this problem. Because post-political climate discourse
frames environmental and economic goals as complementary rather than conﬂicting, it may provide policymakers with motivation or cover to pursue environmental objectives (Kim and Thurbon 2015). However, this framing also
provides an incomplete depiction of the social dynamics causing the problem
and limits the range of policy options under consideration (Brulle and Dunlap
2015; Swyngedouw 2010; Wright and Nyberg 2017). In addition, it may help
explain the failure of environmental organizations to achieve major policy goals,
as this consensus-oriented discourse distorts a highly contentious political reality
and may lead proponents of climate action to underestimate the opposition they
are likely to face (Skocpol 2013). Finally, post-political discourse has several features that are likely to discourage engagement around climate issues for many
Americans.
First, because morally charged messages cast political action as a way to symbolically re-afﬁrm strongly held identity and value commitments, these appeals
can encourage public interest in political issues (e.g., Sears and Funk 1991).
However, post-political discourse tends to neglect moral appeals, centering
instead claims to elite authority and technical expertise. Second, theorists of
post-politics have argued that climate discourse fails to identify either a “privileged subject of change” or an ideological opponent on which to lay the blame
(Kenis and Lievens 2014; Swyngedouw 2010), a claim which my empirical analysis supports. However, prior studies suggest that awareness of shared grievances and formation of adversarial attributions underlie development of
oppositional consciousness and politicized collective identity, which in turn facilitate political mobilization (Mansbridge and Morris 2001; Mols 2012; Simon
and Klandermans 2001). This suggests that climate frames identifying speciﬁc
groups as responsible for causing the problem, and other groups as speciﬁcally
harmed, would be more likely to encourage mobilization than the current,
consensus-oriented discourse.
Finally, framing climate change as an issue best handled by technocratic collaboration may discourage interest in the issue among many Americans, particularly those with negative associations toward elite groups. By portraying elites as
key protagonists, a post-political frame implicitly casts most individuals as outside the range of stakeholders authorized to act on climate change (Kenis and
Lievens 2014; Swyngedouw 2011). Further, anti-elite and populist tendencies
may lead many Americans to distrust the coterie of experts who are framed as
leading the struggle against climate change. And with scholars (e.g., Bonikowski
and Gidron 2016) and media commentators (e.g, Zakaria 2016) suggesting such
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sentiments have risen in recent years, we can expect this feature of post-political
climate discourse to discourage interest in this issue for many Americans.
Despite these contributions, the current research has shortcomings I hope
future research will address. Most notably, I have restricted my analysis to framings of climate change in organizations’ press releases. While this relatively limited scope is appropriate for a ﬁrst empirical test, further research is necessary to
understand how the elite-oriented discourse I ﬁnd across business, government,
and advocacy organizations’ press releases relates to the larger discursive environment around this issue. In particular, future research should investigate
where and how more emotionally-charged and conﬂict-oriented discourses arise,
such as by examining climate framing in more interactive and sensory-rich
media environments—including talk radio, TV news, and social media—or in
direct actions and protest events through which smaller civil society organizations seek to mobilize adherents. In addition, I end my analysis in 2013, and
future research should investigate to what extent contentious framing has
become more prevalent in the years since then.
In conclusion, I ﬁnd that American organizations consistently promote a postpolitical framing of climate change where the problem is described as real and
serious, but appropriate action to address it should be careful, mindful of the
needs of business, and inclusive of economic elites as allies in environmental
problem-solving. This framing misrepresents or elides fundamental issues of
power and conﬂict inherent in climate change as a social problem. I suggest that
post-political discourse may represent an effort to symbolically address environmental crisis while maintaining the perceived legitimacy of the economic and
political status quo. To the extent that climate change framing emphasizes elite
collaboration at the expense of promoting values-based arguments for action, a
substantial portion of Americans may remain disengaged from this vital social
issue.

Supplementary Material
Supplementary material is available at Social Forces online, http://sf.oxfordjournals.org/.

Notes
1.

2.

3.

4.

Some phases of my analysis require manual processing of press releases (e.g., excluding irrelevant releases). Thus, I take a systematic sample to make the corpus manageable for analysis.
These organizations’ mission statements highlight climate and energy issues, but otherwise do not focus on environmental degradation (e.g., American Council for an
Energy-Efﬁcient Economy, Carbon Disclosure Project).
Frames were considered uncontested if none of the ﬁfty most representative press releases argued against a particular description of climate change or proposed
solution.
There are exceptions to this observation. For example, the “Pollution, Toxins,
Health, and Clean Water and Air” frame represents a traditional environmental issue
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5.

6.

that implicates moral concerns, yet falls on the left-hand side of the graph. However,
this frame falls near the graph’s center, and strict delineation of left- and right-hand
quadrants is somewhat arbitrary.
Following Tangherlini and Leonard (2013), I employ a 4 percent threshold for topic
occurrence. Robustness analyses varying this cut-off produce substantively similar
results.
Additional analyses comparing frame prevalence among advocacy organization
types conﬁrm this observation. Contentious frames invoking concerns of morality
and identity are most common among environmental and conservative organizations, but none of these frames reaches the prevalence of frames in the core cluster,
and most remain rare in absolute terms (see Supplementary Table 2).
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